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Whats Inside Your Tummy Mummy
Is it a baby or a watermelon? A charming board book perfect for any curious toddler welcoming a new sibling What’s growing in
Mommy’s tummy? Every month it grows bigger, from the size of a poppy seed to a peach, from avocado to mango to watermelon!
Watch Mommy’s tummy grow in this sweet little book, perfect for mothers-to-be and soon-to-be big siblings.
A beautifully illustrated introduction to some common garden insects for young children.
130+ recipes all suitable from 6 months old Wean your baby and feed your family at the same time by cooking just one meal in
under 30 minutes that everyone will enjoy! Say goodbye to cooking multiple meals every day and the nuisances of making special
little spoonfuls for your baby, plainer dishes for fussy older siblings, and something different again for the grown-ups. With this
ingenious new way to introduce solid food to your baby, you'll cook a single meal and eat it together as a family where the baby
will learn how to eat from watching you. Each recipe is quick to prepare and easy to adapt for different ages and dietary
requirements. So forget 'baby food' and make light work of weaning with What Mommy Makes!
NOVELTY, TOY & DIE-CUT BOOKS. Cute board book with adorable illustrations and a mirror so baby can see their smiling face!
Stimulates the development of early motor skills and aids picture-word recognition. Age 0+
Life for Pusskins is dreamy, until the day his owner Emily comes home with a Very Special Present, a kitten! Even though Little
Whiskers is small and looks awfully angelic, she is not. She is a tiny package of peskiness. And the worst thing? It's always Mr
Pusskins who gets the blame! So how will Mr Pusskins deal with this naughty nuisance?
An activity book for soon-to-be big brothers and sisters
The true love that inspires adoption is revealed as a birthmother opens her heart, while adoptive parents open their arms for a
child.
What's in Your Tummy Mummy?Pavilion Children's
This is a brilliant, funny and fresh take on the potty training book from the amazing picture book illustrator, Sam Lloyd Little Moo Monster is
growing up and no longer happy to be in a nappy. Moo wants to be more grown-up. So the loveable monster discards the nappy and
suddenly there's poop everywhere. Mum gets a potty, and Moo practises sitting on it... until finally... success! Moo can progress to grown up
pants – which means Moo can go to the MONSTER PANT PARTY with lots of little potty-trained (and not-quite-so-potty-trained!) friends. With
lift the flaps plus great illustrations and laugh-out-loud humour, this book will be the perfect potty-training tool for all toddlers - girls and boys and their parents. The book covers all elements of potty training - from getting the potty, patience, triumphs and mishaps, using paper,
washing your hands after, and the joy of getting your first grown-up pants. All told in a fun and supportive way.
"This fascinating little volume explores the stuff that dreams are made of and the role the pandemic is playing in them. The dreams from
Barrett's survey are riveting vignettes--from terrifying to touching to hilarious. Her decades of scientific research and clinical practice inform
incisive commentary on what these dreams reveal about society's response. She offers simple exercises for managing anxieties over
COVID-19 and for inspiring adaption in this unique period of history. A great read!" -Amy Tan, author of The Joy Luck Club DREAM: I looked
down at my stomach and saw dark blue stripes. I "remembered" these were the first sign of being infected with COVID-19. DREAM: My home
was a Covid-19 test center. People weren't wearing masks. I'm taken aback because I wasn't asked to be a test site. I'm worried that my
husband and son (who actually lives out of state) will catch it because of my job as a healthcare worker. DREAM: I was a giant antibody. I
was so angry about COVID-19 that it gave me superpowers, and I rampaged around attacking all the virus I could find. I woke so energized!
Since the COVID-19 pandemic swept around the world, people have reported unusually a vivid and bizarre dream lives. The virus itself is the
star of many--literally or in one of its metaphoric guises. As a dream researcher at Harvard Medical School, Deirdre Barrett was immediately
curious to see what our dream lives would tell us about our deepest reactions to this unprecedented disaster. Pandemic Dreams draws on
her survey of over 9,000 dreams about the COVID-19 crisis. It describes how dreaming has reflected each aspect of the pandemic: fear of
catching the virus, reactions to sheltering at home, work changes, homeschooling, and an individual's increased isolation or crowding. Some
patterns are quite similar to other crises Dr. Barrett has studied such as 9/11, Kuwaitis during the Iraqi Occupation, POWs in WWII Nazi
prison camps, and Middle Easterners during the Arab Spring. There are some very distinctive metaphors for COVID-19, however: bug-attack
dreams and ones of invisible monsters. These reflect that this crisis is less visible or concrete than others we have faced. Over the past three
months, dreams have progressed from fearful depictions of the mysterious new threat . . . to impatience with restrictions . . . to more fear
again as the world begins to reopen. And dreams have just begun to consider the big picture: how society may change. The book offers
guidance on how we can best utilize our newly supercharged dream lives to aid us through the crisis and beyond. It explains practical
exercises for dream interpretation, reduction of nightmares, and incubation of helpful, problem-solving dreams. It also examines the larger
arena of what these collective dreams tell us about our instinctive, unconscious responses to the threat and how we might integrate them for
more livable policies through these times. Deirdre Barrett, PhD is a dream researcher at Harvard Medical School. She has written five books
including Pandemic Dreams and The Committee of Sleep, and edited four including Trauma and Dreams. She is Past President of The
International Association for the Study of Dreams and editor of its journal, DREAMING.
'A rainbow baby is the term used to describe a baby conceived after a loss. 'There's a rainbow baby inside my Mummy's tummy' is a book
written for children who are aware of and/or remember the death of a baby sibling through late miscarriage, stillbirth or neonatal death.The
book is written to help young children understand and talk about the range of emotions that they may feel when told that their Mummy is
pregnant again after a loss. It is designed to validate children's feelings and to help facilitate an open and honest dialogue between parents
and child, at a developmentally appropriate level. There is a question and answer section to help parents respond to difficult questions, if
needed. The book has been thoughtfully written by Dr Kara Davey, a Clinical Psychologist with her own experience of stillbirth. It is written
with the aim of helping you acknowledge your child's fears and providing reassurances, where possible. As a Clinical Psychologist, Kara
knows that this type of conversation allows children to access positive emotions such as excitement, alongside potential worry too.The book
is beautifully illustrated by Stephanie James. Kara and Steph are both passionate about helping families who have experienced loss. They
hope that by supporting the emotional needs of children, this will in turn positively impact the whole family.All royalties from book sales will be
donated to the amazing baby loss charity Oscar's Wish Foundation who helped Kara and her family after their loss. The book was first
published on 1st October 2020 to mark the beginning of baby loss awareness month.
"There's a Baby in Mommy's Belly!" is the fourth book in Flo Barnett's "Grammy's Gang" series.Hammie doesn't believe there's a baby in
mommy's belly. And when he asks his dad and brother, they aren't much help. He sees mommy getting fatter,having something jumping
around in her stomach, and making a puddle on the floor, but nothing makes sense. Is there really a baby in mommy's belly?
There’s something inside Mummy’s tummy. I don’t know what it could be. Perhaps it’s a buzzing flea or a chimpanzee? It’s getting bigger
every day and Mummy won’t tell me. But you can lift the flaps to see! A wonderful and fun story for young children about a new addition to
the family from much-loved author and illustrator Sam Lloyd.
The perfect book for introducing a young child to to the concept of where babies come from and how they grow. This is a great book to share
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and discuss all the changes going on inside 'mummy's tummy'. Every month a new picture shows how big baby is and how far along a
timeline (featured at the foot of each spread) baby has moved. The real attractiion of the book is the 'life-size' nature of the drawings, giving
mother and child a fantastic opportunity to really explore what is happening, how big baby is in context to everyday objects and what baby
can hear or indeed eats! The flexible paperback binding allows for the book to folded gently across a growing tummy, helping to show a
young child where the new baby is. The final spread uses a giant fold down flap to reveal the fully grown baby ready to be born and greet the
world. A simple glossary is provided with explanations of the main terms used in the book A great book to help in the preparation for a new
addition to a family.
Pregnancy naturally separates a mother's outermost abdominal muscles to make room for her growing uterus. Called a diastasis, this
separation doesn't fully close up in 98 percent of new moms. The larger the diastasis, the weaker the muscles and the greater chance for
mom to develop back problems down the road. Of perhaps greater concern for moms, new and veteran alike, the larger the diastasis, the
bigger the belly that just won't seem to go away after baby's delivery!Lose Your Mummy Tummy introduces the Tupler Technique, a set of
deceptively simple abdominal and breathing exercises that decrease the diastasis and result in a firmer, flatter, and stronger belly. Like
Kegels-those all-important and privately-practiced pregnancy exercises-the Tupler Technique can be practiced almost anywhere and at
anytime. Including illustrations for a 15 or a 30-minute at-home exercise routine, Lose Your Mummy Tummy ensures: A tighter, flatter
stomach A smaller waistline A reduction or elimination of back pain The ability to safely lift your baby and heavy objects More energy Better
posture The perfect preparation for your next pregnancy
A Volcano in My Tummy: Helping Children to Handle Anger presents a clear and effective approach to helping children and adults alike
understand and deal constructively with children's anger. Using easy to understand yet rarely taught skills for anger management, including
how to teach communication of emotions, A Volcano in My Tummy offers engaging, well-organized activities which help to overcome the fear
of children's anger which many adult care-givers experience. By carefully distinguishing between anger the feeling, and violence the
behavior, this accessible little book, primarily created for ages 6 to thirteen, helps to create an awareness of anger, enabling children to relate
creatively and harmoniously at critical stages in their development. Through activities, stories, articles, and games designed to allow a multisubject, developmental approach to the topic at home and in school, A Volcano in My Tummy gives us the tools we need to put aside our
problems with this all-too-often destructive emotion, and to have fun while we're at it. Elaine Whitehouse is a teacher, family court and private
psychotherapist, mother of two and leader of parenting skills workshops for eight years. Warwick Pudney is a teacher and counsellor with ten
years experience facilitating anger management, abuser therapy and men's change groups, as well as being a father of three. Both regularly
conduct workshops.

Days with my mummy are always such fun, and ever so special together, as one. From playing in the park to cuddles at
bedtime, being with Mummy makes every moment of every day special. A touching celebration of the special relationship
between mother and child. Warmly told in gentle rhyme by James Brown and brought to life with charming illustrations by
Cally Johnson-Isaacs. With My Mummy is a heartwarming picture book and the perfect gift to share time and time again.
Companion title, With My Daddy, also available.
MINI TREASURES: delightful mini picture books to treasure forever. MUMMY LAID AN EGG Mum and Dad decide it's
time to tell the kids about the facts of life. But do they dare? And do the really know everything about the birds and the
bees?
The Organised Mum Method is THE housekeeping bible that will completely revolutionise your home. Say goodbye to
mess, clutter and weekends spent tidying and cleaning! Gemma Bray (a.k.a The Organised Mum) is a firm believer that
there is more to life than housework, and over the last decade she has perfected The Organised Mum Method (TOMM).*
The Organised Mum Method is a structured, manageable and ultra-efficient cleaning routine that ensures all areas of the
home are taken care of. It's easy to follow, effective and ensures that everything gets done in just 30 minutes a day,
Monday to Friday ... and you get weekends off! Perfect for existing fans of TOMM or anyone looking for ways to fit
cleaning around a busy lifestyle, The Organised Mum Method includes life-changing tips, tricks, cleaning schedules,
shopping lists, meal plans and quick recipes that will help you get your housework done fast. *Don't worry dads -- it works
for you too.
Every day Mummy's tummy gets bigger and bigger but what could be inside? A fairy with wings? A boat painted blue?
The Man in the Moon? This little child just can't wait to see what it could be ? A reassuring lift-the-flap book for all soon-tobe siblings.
Amy is a sweet little girl who loves spending time with her mummy. Of all the things, she loves mummy's tummy the
most. One day she gets curious to know more about mummy's tummy, and mummy then shares the journey of Amy's
adventures in her tummy!This book brings delight to parents and kids alike. Mothers relive the most wonderful experience
of nurturing their child inside their womb, rekindling the bond they share with their child. Kids learn about their birth
journey through engaging illustrations and capture of their eventful stay in mummy's tummy!
A practical weekly handbook for the first 3 months of parenthood--from a pediatrician and parent The saying "babies don't
come with a manual" may be true--but newborn books are a good place to start. Parenting is a process of phases and
milestones, and newborn books are invaluable. Each new stage, as important as the last, serves as a building process
for years of parental education and care. The Newborn Handbook will gently and sequentially lead you through each
week of caring for a newborn in the first three months--the weeks and months that can be both exhilarating as well as
nerve-racking. From how to prepare your home prior to baby's arrival, to both parents' contributions to the stages of early
development, this standout in newborn books prepares you for all of the challenging situations to come. This is not just a
biological mother's physical prep; it's a trustworthy source of bottom-line, practical information as you navigate each new
and exciting day. Go beyond other newborn books with: Baby steps--Each chapter follows your baby's age sequentially,
so you can intuitively follow along in each growth stage. All parents included--This inclusive book is filled with practical
advice for all parents and caregivers--even non-biological. Helpful resources--Discover helpful references and resources
section in the back with some great additional information. When it comes to newborn books, let The Newborn Handbook
be your "manual" to successfully starting parenthood.
Growing Up Just Got Easier... With the help of Angus, the lovable Answer Dog, best-selling author Heidi Murkoff extends
a hand to children and parents as they tackle life's first experiences together. Congratulations -- you're having another
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baby! You're excited and a little nervous, but most of all you're wondering how you're going to explain this miraculous, but
complex, process to your older, but still very young, child. We're here to help you answer your child's questions about
how a baby is created, how it grows, and how it comes out to join the family. Have fun!
Brennen thanks God for all his family and his Tummy Mommy too. How do children first view adoption? What does
having a birthmother mean to a five-year-old? To Brennen, it meant he had a mommy and daddy and a Tummy Mommy
too.
Do we get tongue tied when a 4 year old asks a question " Mum, how was I born?'This is the story of Womby the wombat
who was super excited when she was told that there is a baby in her Mommy's tummy. She was curious to know how the
baby got there ? What does the baby do there?How long does she stay there?How is the baby going to come out of
Mommy's tummy?Her Mommy joined her excitement and had an answer for all the queries Womby had about her baby
sister in Mum's tummy. This is a simple easy to read picture book to explain the intriguing story of how babies are born to
a 4-7 year old without getting embarrassed about where to start this conversation.
A latest entry in the series that includes It's NOT the Stork! follows the adventures of young Gus and Nellie, who watch
their mother's pregnancy and anticipate the arrival of a new sibling while learning engaging facts about how unborn
babies develop.
As a curious little girl awaits the arrival of her baby sister, she asks Mama many questions: “Will she have freckles?”
“Will I have to share my blanket?” She helps Mama and Dad prepare to meet her little sister, singing her songs and
knitting her a new blanket. But the most important part of getting ready is taking care of Mama. When Mama can’t see
her toes, she counts to make sure there’s still ten. When Mama’s tired, she draws her a picture and gives her hugs. An
honest and gentle exploration of the excitement and anxiety kids feel when welcoming a new family member, Mama’s
Belly is ultimately a celebration of motherly (and daughterly) love and a soothing story for older siblings that even with the
spotlight on a new baby, there is always enough love for everyone.
A young child learns what to expect when his new sibling is born and comes into his life. On board pages.
With charming illustrations and simple words, the story helps explain the donor egg process to children.
A modern Wemberly Worried-featuring dinosaurs!-for today's young readers, with reassuring, lighthearted text and
charming illustrations sure to calm the anxious butterflies in any child's tummy.
Discover the original bone-chilling adventures that made Goosebumps one of the bestselling children's book series of all
time! Gabe is exploring the tunnels of an ancient Egyptian pyramid. Unfortunately, Gabe is also lost! And Gabe is not
alone. Someone else is in the pyramid, too. Someone. Or something. . . It's another fan-favorite prequel to R.L. Stine's
blockbuster GOOSEBUMPS HORRORLAND series. Now with all-new bonus materials including a Q&A with the author
and more!
In Mommy's Tummy is a rhyming, lyrical tale told from the perspective of expecting parents. Intended to be read to a
toddler audience, it walks the reader through the steps of pregnancy. From the excited moment of discovery, through the
grand plans of clothes and nurseries, to sonogram pictures, debating over names, and the eager anticipation of birth, it is
meant to help a young child understand how they became a part of their parents' lives before they were born. It is also
meant to help toddler siblings understand what's happening with their parents before their baby brother or sister arrives.
Artist and illustrator Ashley Bittner brings the expecting parents' world to life with vivid, colorful, expressive imagery. The
combination of simple text and luscious artwork helps children visualize their parents preparing for their arrival, while
evoking the warmth and love with which we greet the newest members of our families.
What makes your heart grow bigger? Mia knows that she came out of Mumma's heart and Papa's heart. That's why she's so much like them.
But when Mia learns that she has a tummy mummy too, she can't wait to find her! Does anyone know where her tummy mummy is? Mia's
search will take her to many places, only to lead her some place even bigger . . . A very special story to be read with loved ones, In My Heart
takes us through a child's journey of discovering who she really is and where she comes from. Warmly illustrated and deeply felt, this is a
fearless and tender celebration of the magical ways in which different kinds of families are born.
A young boy imagines what life will be like when his new sibling arrives.
Ella visits the park and meets a new boy. He yells. "You're so fat " Full of anger, no joy. His anger hurts Ella and makes her feel sad. She
questions herself, "Is my fat tummy bad?" Ella's Tummy addresses teasing and bullying about weight during a time when the disdain for
overweight seems ever-present, and eating disorders in children are rampant. It touches on parental support for building self-esteem and how
others may project their bad feelings. Finally, it's about self-examination and independent thought. Although a book for young children, the
uncompromising artwork and verse will appeal to any age.
Two children explain to their parents, using their own drawings, where babies come from. Suggested level: preschool, junior, primary.
What's that growing in Mummy's tummy? Could it be a rabbit or a crocodile? With lyrical text, gentle humor, and a sweet representation of the
mother-child relationship, this imaginative story is the perfect way to help older siblings prepare for a new baby's arrival with joy and
excitement. Colorful mixed-media illustrations make this an attractive gift book for growing families.
Congratulations! You now have a baby in your family. Follow our top tips and you’ ll all be very happy. Don’ t lend your baby to a kangaroo,
plant your baby in the garden, or take to school with you – and definitely don’ t send your baby to play with an elephant! DO cuddle your
baby, read to your baby, sing to your baby and give your baby lots and lots of love.
A funny and tender picture book about waiting for a new brother or sister to arrive. There's a house inside my mummy, Where my little brother
grows, Or maybe it's my little sister No one really knows. Waiting for a new brother or sister to arrive can be a confusing and worrying time for
young children. Sharing this simple rhyming story together is the perfect way to reassure your little one and involve them in all the excitement.
Told with humour and warmth by Giles Andreae, the author of much-loved family favourite Giraffes Can't Dance. 'A great book for sharing
with your first born while your second is still in the 'tummy house'' - The Times A note from the author: 'When my wife became pregnant for
the second time, I was talking to Flinn, our 2-year old son, about what was going to take place and how exciting it would be for him to have a
brother or sister. I started to think about it as though I were a young child myself ... 'There's a house inside my mummy' was a phrase that just
popped into my head, and from then on the book was a joy to write.'
Every Mummy Has a Mommy celebrates mothers and the heartwarming bond they have with their children.Featuring child-friendly versions of
classic monsters and their mommies, Every Mummy Has a Mommy provides a fun, sing-songy take on an age-old truth: Every mummy has a
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mommy, but mine is the very best!
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